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Learning with Levers

national science education standards

Science as Inquiry   
              
Physical Science 
   
Life Science

Earth and Space Science

Science and Technology 

Science in Personal & Social Perspectives

History and Nature of Science

ITEEA

The Nature of Technology            

Technology and Society

Design       

Abilities for a Technological World

The Designed World

NGSS

K-2-ETS1-1 Ask questions, make obser-
vations, and gather information about a 
situation people want to change to define  
a simple problem that can be solved  
through the development of a new or 
improved object or tool.

K-2-ETS1-2 Develop a simple sketch,  
drawing, or physical model to illustrate  
how the shape of an object helps it function 
as needed to solve a given problem.
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national science education standards

K-2-ETS1-3 Analyze data from tests of 
two objects designed to solve the same 
problem to compare the strengths and 
weaknesses of how each performs. 

1-LS1-1 Use materials to design a solu-
tion to a human problem by mimicking  
how plants and/or animals use their  
external parts to help them survive, grow, 
and meet their needs.

Common Core

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.1.2 Identify the 
main topic and retell key details of a text.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.1.7 Use the  
illustrations and details in a text to 
describe its key ideas.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.1.5.C Identify 
real-life connections between words and 
their use (e.g., note places at home that 
are cozy).

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.1.MD.C.4
Organize, represent, and interpret data 
with up to three categories; ask and 
answer questions about the total number 
of data points, how many in each category, 
and how many more or less are in one 
category than in another.

MP.2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
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Learning with Levers



stuDents Will be able to…

Identify which class a lever belongs to.

Explain that a lever can make lifting easier or move something 
faster, but not both.

For this lesson you will need a book about levers, such as Scoop, 
Seesaw, and Raise by Michael Dahl or Levers by Chris Oxlade. Or 
watch a video on levers.

Lessons may be broken up to fit shorter class periods. 

There are several ways you could set up this activity based on  
your students’ reading, writing, and teamwork capabilities. 

 You may choose to set it up at stations around the room or  
 have students work in table pairs. 

 They may build all the machines or they may build only one  
 machine and present it to the class, in which case you may  
 set up a “museum walk” where they try out each example.

 They may complete the attached worksheets or review in a  
 discussion. (There are sample questions following the  
 attached worksheets.) 

 If you are short on time, you may assign just the first three  
 machines.

golDieblox materials For 1-2 stuDents

24

22

16

Classroom 
management

•

•
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Spacers
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Wheel Parts

how do Levers heLp?
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How Do Levers Help?



DeFine “lever” (5-10 min.)

Choose one of two possible activities:

builDing Challenge (5-10 min.)

Tell the students, “Now is your chance to build some levers.”  
Distribute the handouts. Explain that in order to build each lever, 
we’ll need to understand how they work. Check that students are 
familiar with the function of each machine. As a class, instruct 
them to: 

Draw a blue circle around the fulcrum.
Draw a green line under the load.
Draw a red arrow pointing at the force.

Distribute the kits and have students build at least one machine 
to share with the class or more if time allows. You may wish to 
demonstrate a think-aloud for building one of the levers—there 
are lots of ways to build each of them. 

group graphiC organizer (20 min.)

While students are building, draw a three-column table on the 
board with the question, “What do levers help us do?”

When everyone is finished building, call students up to the front of 
the room to demonstrate their machines. Ask each pair what their 

engage

expLore

expLain

How Do Levers Help?

•
•
•

Show students three common levers 
(ideally one from each class) such as 
scissors, a hole punch, and a stapler. 
Tell them they are all examples of 
the thing we will study today. Ask the 
students what these three objects 
have in common. Record answers on 
the board. Explain, using the students’ 
words, that a “lever” is a rigid bar that 
pivots at a point, called a fulcrum, and 
that is used to move a load by force. 
Point out the fulcrum, load and force 
on each lever.

Ask, “Has anyone ever heard of a lever?” 
(Some may know it as something they 
pull.) Read Scoop, Seesaw, and Raise by 
Michael Dahl or Levers by Chris Oxlade. 
As you read, invite individual students  
to draw pictures of the everyday levers 
to tape to the board. Alternatively, you 
may print out pictures and tape them  
up as you read.



lever helps us do, label the columns (Balance, Lift, and Move Fast) 
and write each example in the appropriate column.

Have students bring their worksheets to the discussion.

Look at the middle column: What helped us lift heavy loads?  
Was it easier close to the fulcrum or farther away? (Far away  
from the fulcrum.)

Look at the last column: Where should you exert your force if you 
want to rotate something quickly? (Close to the fulcrum.)

Is there a lever that lets you move fast and lift heavy loads at the 
same time? (Not with the same force. You need more force to do 
both at the same time.) 

Why not? (You can’t be both close to the fulcrum and far away at 
the same time. The video* offers a good explanation of the trade-
off between force and distance.)

ClassiFy examples (7 min.)

Ask the students to move the lever pictures into the appropriate 
columns to classify the everyday objects listed from the book. 
Once they have placed them in the proper columns, ask them  
to separate the groups by what’s in the middle of each lever. A 
completed chart will look like this:

*https://youtube.com/watch?v=OdM2jWg2uEE

sample  
Questions

eLaborate

How Do Levers Help?

Which part is in the 
middle?

Examples

balanCe

Fulcrum

See-saw
Scales
Head & Neck

liFt heavy loaDs

Load

Wheel-barrow
Bottle Opener
Nail clippers
Nutcrackers
Feet

Fulcrum

Hand Truck
Soda can tab
Screwdriver
Ice cream scoop

move Fast

Force

Spinner
Broom
Paintbrush
Shovel
Hammer
Hockey Stick
Arm

Fulcrum

Catapult
Digger

What Do levers help us Do?



Ask, “Do you notice any patterns?” Explain that scientists group 
levers by which part is in the middle: first class levers have the 
fulcrum in the middle, second class levers have the load in the 
middle, and third class levers have the force in the middle. 

Ask them, “Many people think all levers have the fulcrum in the 
middle. What would make them think that?”

ColleCt examples (0 min.)

Evaluate students’ understanding based on whether they properly 
classify the levers and how many prompts you must give. You may 
choose to copy the list to chart paper and leave it up so students 
can collect other examples of levers they find at home and on the 
playground.

One point per component. A score of 1=Needs Guidance,  
2=More Practice Needed, 3=Meets Standards.

Students interested in reading books about levers may enjoy  
the following:

Douglas, Lloyd G. What is a lever?
Frost, Helen. What Are Levers?
Randolph, Joanne. Levers in My World
Rissman, Rebecca. Simple Machines
Schuh, Mari. Inclined Plane vs. Lever; Hauling a Pumpkin, Wheels & 
Axles vs. Lever; Going Ice Fishing, Lever vs. Screw

evaLUate

rubriC

resourCes

How Do Levers Help?

understanding levers

1 point

Students build examples 
of common levers and 
properly identify the ful-
crum, force, and load. 

1 point

Students properly classify 
lever examples according 
to function.

1 point

Students conclude that 
levers can perform only 
one function at a time 
based on the distance to 
the fulcrum.



•

•

 

stuDents Will be able to…

Demonstrate how animal jaws act as levers to snap up prey  
or crush it. 

Design a solution to a human problem by mimicking animal  
jaws or limbs.

Print out copies of the Biomimicry worksheet.

Set up a projector.

golDieblox materials For 1-2 stuDents

24

22

16

Demonstrate levers in the boDy (7 min.)

 “Yesterday we learned a lot about levers. Who remembers some of 
the things we learned?” Students may wish to refer to the chart 
you made. “Do you remember what to do to make a lever lift a 
heavy load?” (Move away from the fulcrum.) “How can we move 
something quickly?” (Push close to the fulcrum.) 

Tell students, “Levers aren’t just tools we use. They are in our 
bodies too.”

heaD & neCk

Nod your head. Can you feel it balanced on top of your neck?  
When you tighten muscles in the back of your neck, they pull your 
head back, and when you tighten under your chin, the muscles 
pull your head forward. 

Classroom 
management

engage

Can an aniMaL be Fastest  
and strongest?
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Can an Animal Be Fastest and Strongest?



What is acting as the fulcrum? (Your upper spine or neck is the 
fulcrum.) 

What is acting as the force? What do you feel tightening to move 
your head? (The muscles under your chin) 

What is being moved? What is the load? (Your head) 

Which is in the middle: the force, the load, or the fulcrum?  
(The fulcrum) 

Which machine did you build that moves like this? (A seesaw) 

So which kind of lever is this? (First class) (Add this example to 
your chart.)

tiptoe

Now try standing up on tiptoe.

What part of you is bending? (The ball of your foot)

Which part of the lever do you think that is? (The fulcrum) 

Which part of you is lifting? (Calf muscles)

Which part of you got lifted up? (Heels)

So which part of the lever is in the middle? (The heels or load)

Which kind of lever is this? (Second class) (Add this example to  
your chart.)

arm

Now hold out your arm and feel your elbow bone. 

Which part of the lever do you think that is? (The fulcrum)

Put your hand on your bicep just above the inside of your elbow. 
Do you feel it getting tight when you bend your arm? Can you feel 
how that tight muscle continues down to connect with your fore-
arm in front of your elbow joint? What part of the lever is that? 

What is it lifting? (The load of your forearm and hand and anything 
you can carry.)

So which kind of lever is it? (Third class) (Add this example to  
your chart.) 

Can an Animal Be Fastest and Strongest?



 “Levers aren’t just in people. They help animals move, too. Many 
of the ways animals move involve levers. Can you think of some?” 
(Write answers on board: wings to fly, arms to lift, legs to run, jaws 
to crush, etc.) 

brainstorm Fast & strong JaWs (10 min.)

Explain that animal jaws are an example of a lever. Can they guess 
which one? Have students feel for where their jaw hinges, then 
feel under their chins for where the muscles tighten. The force is 
between the load and the fulcrum, so it’s a third class lever! 

Some animals want strong jaws. Some animals need fast jaws. 
Make a t-chart on the board and brainstorm lists of animals who 
need strength to take down their prey and those who must catch 
their prey while it’s still in flight.

DisCussion (5 min.)

Lead a discussion about how many animals with fast jaws have 
relatively long jaws with the muscles close to the fulcrum.  
Animals with powerful jaws often have shorter snouts with  
muscles covering their back teeth.

What type of jaws do the fast animals often have? (Long ones) 

What type of jaws do the strong animals mostly have? (Short ones)

*www.sciencefocus.com/qa/top-10-which-animals-have-strongest-bite

expLore

expLain

sample 
Questions

strong

Lions 
Tigers 
Bears 
Wolves

Scroll through the animals 
in this article* from the 
bottom up for more animals 
with strong bites. 

Fast

Snakes 
Herons 
Marlins 
Spiders

To expand students’ thinking  
about animals with fast jaws, 
you may want to show a 
slowed clip of a spider biting.

Can an Animal Be Fastest and Strongest?



Why do you think animals that have to move fast have long jaws? 
(Because they can have the force close to the fulcrum of their jaw.)

Why do you think animals that have to crush their prey have short 
jaws? (It lets them put the force of their muscle close to their teeth 
and the prey.)

Did you notice any animals on the “strong” list that have long jaws? 
(Alligators and crocodiles)

What’s unusual about the alligators and crocodiles having such 
strong jaws? (Levers can’t be both fast and strong at the same time 
with the same force.)

How can they have such strong, long jaws? (They must have VERY 
powerful jaw muscles to crush prey so well.)

Design moDels using biomimiCry (30 min.)

Ask students if they ever have trouble catching something. 

Have them brainstorm lists of things they’d like to grasp, swat, or lift. 

Using the animal models of wings, jaws, and legs, have students 
choose an “animal hero” from the list or other research to model 
their design on. 

Using the GoldieBlox pieces and any other available models, have 
students design models that could use levers to increase strength or 
speed to solve a problem. Have students use the Biomimicry Chal-
lenge worksheet to record their process. (If students are stuck for 
animal ideas, try reading What Do You Do With a Tail Like This? by Steve 
Jenkins and Robin Page.) 

Criteria (0 min.)

Evaluate students’ worksheets for their (1) explanation of the prob-
lem to be solved, (2) explanation of how levers would create a design 
solution, and (3) whether the design solution accurately mimics an 
animal structure.

eLaborate

evaLUate

1.

2.

3.

Can an Animal Be Fastest and Strongest?



One point per component. A score of 1=Needs Guidance,  
2=More Practice Needed, 3=Meets Standards.

Students may wish to watch a video* about the mantis shrimp and 
research its super powerful, high-speed punch.

 *video.nationalgeographic.com/video/worlds-deadliest/deadliest-mantis-shrimp 
?source=searchvideo

rubriC

resourCes

Can an Animal Be Fastest and Strongest?

using biomimicry and 
levers to engineer 
solutions

1 point

Students describe a 
human problem and iden-
tify an animal to mimic.

1 point

Students draw the plan 
for their device and add 
notations explaining how 
it should function as well 
as necessary revisions.

1 point

Students build a prototype 
device with a working 
lever using GoldieBlox 
and/or other materials 
within the time allowed.



stuDents Will be able to…

Explain that wheels help overcome friction, which is determined 
by the roughness of the surface and the weight of the object  
moving across it.

Collect data from tests of wheels on different surfaces and design 
a car to reduce friction.

You will need to set up four different stations around the  
classroom: 

	 •			A	towel	laid	on	the	floor
	 •			Asphalt	or	concrete	right	outside	the	classroom	door	
	 •			A	large	piece	of	cardboard	laid	on	the	floor	(or	carpet	if	 
  you have low-pile carpet)
	 •			Vinyl	flooring	or	a	large	table
 
Each station will require a yard or meter stick and a short ramp. 
You may make simple ramps by placing strips of cardboard on 
textbooks or unfolding the Parade Float boxes and propping  
them up. The ramps at each station must be the same.

golDieblox materials For 1-2 stuDents

24

22

16

10

DeFine FriCtion anD preDiCt (5 min.)

Show students pictures of a bicycle wheel (including brake pads), 
a golf ball on a putting green, a baseball player sliding, and a 
sled loaded with supplies. Ask them what is slowing and stopping 

Classroom 
management

engage
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How Far Can You Coast?



the motion in each picture. Tell them that the forces they have 
described are all examples of friction. Without friction, any object 
that was pushed or pulled would keep moving forever!

Ask the students whether a toy car would go the same distance 
on asphalt as it would on carpet. Have them raise hands with 
eyes closed to count “yes’s” and “no’s.” Record the number on 
the board. Next ask if any of the “no’s” would like to predict which 
surface will allow the car to travel farthest. Record different ideas 
on the board. Tell them today we will use the GoldieBlox kits to 
find out.

investigate surFaCes (30 min.)

Help the students design an investigation.

Have students choose one of the floats from the end of Goldie Blox 
and the Parade Float to build in pairs:

Katinka’s Parade Float (page 10)
The Whirly Mobile (first yellow-bordered page)
Nacho’s Swing Wheeler (second yellow-bordered page)
A simple rectangle with one wheel in front and one behind (four 
short axles, four blox, two wheels)

expLore

How Far Can You Coast?

possible stuDent ansWers  
anD guiDanCe 

Roll a car across different surfaces.  
Brainstorm a list.

Use a ramp to give each car the same 
force. Make all the ramps the same. Use 
the same car on each ramp.

Use meter sticks, tape measures, string, or 
count floor tiles.

Do the test three times. Use the median 
(middle) distance.

teaCher Questions 

How could we test which surface is 
best for cars?

How could we make sure the test  
is fair?

How can we measure how far the  
cars go?

How can we make sure our data are 
accurate?

•
•
•
•



Assign each pair a different station to start. Instruct students to 
take turns being the “Tester” and “Recorder.” At each station, have 
students measure how far their car traveled on that surface. If time 
allows, have students repeat the test three times at each station 
and use the median distance recorded.

DisCussion (5-10 min.) 

When students have completed their investigation, have them place 
their cars up at the whiteboard and write which station allowed 
their car to travel farthest as well as the measurement for how far 
it went. You may wish to guide students with bigger cars to place 
them on one end of the board and students with smaller cars to 
place them on the other end. Lead a discussion of the results.

Do you see a pattern in our results? (Most cars should have  
traveled farthest at the same station—the one with the smoothest 
surface.) Why do you think the cars traveled farthest there?

Do our results match your predictions?

Did the car eventually stop on the smoothest surface? Why?

Can you think of a way to reduce the friction even more? 

What sorts of surfaces are slipperiest?

What would happen if we put oil on everything? (It would go  
farther but still stop.) Why? (Because on Earth, there is always 
some friction, even if it’s only air resistance.) 

optional challenge question: If you let the car roll on the slipperi-
est surface on Earth, would it ever stop? Consider a bowling ball on 
a polished floor or a sled on ice. (This may create some real debate 
amongst your students. The object would stop because there is 
even friction with the air like when you put your hand out the win-
dow of a moving car or when the wind blows on your face, but if you 
could eliminate ALL friction, it would go forever.)

Which car design went the farthest? (The smallest one.) Why? (It 
was lighter, so the rough surface affected it less. It also had fewer 
wheels, so it was in contact with the surface less.) 

Can you think of an example of when friction makes it hard to slide 
something heavy?

expLain

sample  
Questions

How Far Can You Coast?



Design Cars & raCe (45 min.) 

Tell students that now they will have ten minutes to discuss with a 
partner and draw a plan for a car that will (1) carry the characters 
and (2) roll the farthest when placed at the top of a ramp on the 
roughest surface (towel, carpet, or asphalt depending on your setup). 
During the planning time, they cannot touch the materials and must 
brainstorm more than one idea.

Allow students ten minutes to build and test their cars. Then hold 
a Class Car Chase. Allow the first pair to test their car and leave it 
where it stops. Place the next car at the top of the ramp and watch 
to see if it either bumps or passes the previous car. If so, it now stays 
on the track as the record-holder. Whichever car is still on the track 
after testing them all is the winner. You may also choose to measure 
the farthest car and spread the race out over several days.

JuDge Car Designs (0 min.)

You can evaluate students’ understanding of the concepts by their 
success in reducing friction in their cars (by reducing points of con-
tact with the ground and air as well as reducing the weight). You may 
choose to have students discuss or write about why the winning car 
went farthest and how they might change their designs in the future.

One point per component. A score of 1=Needs Guidance,  
2=More Practice Needed, 3=Meets Standards.

Cole, Joanna. Magic School Bus Plays Ball: A Book About Forces. (Also 
available as a video.)
Mayer, Lynne. Newton and Me. 
Whitehouse, Patricia. Rolling. 

1 point

Students design cars to 
be light or small. They 
ask questions about how 
else to refine the “fastest” 
design.

1 point

Students compare how far 
different car models trav-
eled and organize them to 
conclude that lighter cars 
go faster.

1 point

Students collect data from 
testing their cars and 
analyze it to organize the 
surfaces from offering the 
most friction to the least.

eLaborate

evaLUate

rubriC

resourCes

How Far Can You Coast?

Collecting & analyzing 
data to understand 
friction



stuDents Will be able to…

Explain the benefits of a fixed pulley, a counterweight, and a  
movable pulley.

Construct a model crane with fixed and movable pulleys and 
demonstrate how the shapes of its parts help it to function.

Plan to display pictures either from the slideshow or as printouts.

For this lesson, students will use all the materials from one kit. 
Either have students work in pairs or work with half the class at  
a time. 

Make copies of printable basket template, one for each pair.  
You may wish to make baskets ahead of time and staple them  
for added durability. If having the students make the baskets,  
have them set aside a wheel, short axle, and two spacers before 
building their crane.

golDieblox materials For 1-2 stuDents

24

22

16

Why Don’t Cranes Fall over? (10–15 min.)

Show the pictures from the slideshow and ask which one is stable 
and which one tippy. Have them describe the objects’ shapes and 
weights. Help them conclude that stable items have wide and/or 
heavy bases.

Classroom 
management

engage
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Why Don’t Cranes Fall Over?



Show the tower picture and read the challenge: “Build this  
tower, then add a base that will make it stable enough to  
withstand a flick of the finger.” Distribute kits and leave image  
up for students to copy.

After students have built stable bases, invite them to share their 
solutions by making a class chart of how the shape helps the object 
function.
 

hoW Do Cranes liFt so muCh? (20 min.)

 “Today we’re going to do something scientists do: make a model  
so we can research a question—how do cranes lift so much?  
Sometimes scientists use computer models and sometimes they 
build smaller versions of the object. For our model, we will use the 
pieces from the GoldieBlox kit. Let’s look closely and think about 
which pieces we could use.” Show students how to drape the  
ribbon over the wheel at the top of the tower, making a fixed  
pulley. Use the velcro to attach the basket to one end and the loop 
to attach the animals to the other end. Ask, “Are any of the animals 
heavy enough to lift the basket? What if they work together?” 

After students have had a few minutes to investigate how the fixed 
pulley works to lift the basket, call them over to the carpet or set 
the cranes aside. Direct their attention to the crane picture again 
and the rope that lifts the load. Point out that another pulley hangs 
from the rope—“We call it a movable pulley because it moves up 
and down with the load.” Guide them to examine the rope and how 
it attaches to the crane arm. Ask the students how they could use 
the remaining pieces to build a crane arm for the ribbon to attach 
to. Demonstrate, saying, “You’ll need to add a short axle to be the 
crane arm and a wheel. We can add a movable pulley by threading 

Why Don’t Cranes Fall Over?

expLore

helps it...

Reach high places

Keep it from tipping very far

Stay balanced

shape

Tall and thin

Feet that point out

Thick, heavy base



the ribbon under the basket wheel and attaching it to the crane 
arm wheel’s velcro. Are any of the animals heavy enough now?”

group DisCussion (5 min.)

How does the fixed pulley make it easier to lift the basket? (The 
animals could lift it with their weight instead of students pulling 
the ribbon up. The pulley turns more easily than just having the 
ribbon ride over the axle.)

How many animals did it take to lift the basket with just the fixed 
pulley? What about with the movable pulley?

How did the movable pulley help? (It made it possible to lift the 
basket with less weight.) You may choose to explain that since the 
movable pulley has two lengths of ribbon supporting it instead of 
just one, it is about to lift twice as much.

If you were designing a crane to lift something heavy, what parts 
would you include?

testing the Crane (10 min.)

Have students choose classroom objects to put in the basket:  
a roll of tape, crayons, erasers, etc. Ask them to predict which  
animals as counterweights will be able to lift each item. Then  
have them make a prediction and test their hypotheses.

revieW DraWings (7 min.)

Have students draw a model crane with annotations explaining 
what each part does.

One point per component. A score of 1=Needs Guidance,  
2=More Practice Needed, 3=Meets Standards.

expLain
sample 

Questions

eLaborate

evaLUate

rubriC

Why Don’t Cranes Fall Over?

explaining how the 
shapes of bases and 
pulleys help them 
function

1 point

Drawing represents a tall 
structure with a wide or 
heavy base.

1 point

Drawing accurately  
represents both types 
of pulley and a counter-
weight. 

1 point

Annotations accurately 
describe pulley functions  
in age-appropriate  
language such as “makes 
lifting easier.”



Christine Chalmers 
Jocelyn Remington 
Abbie Locklear

Pamela Iluore 
Jan Hanson

The Academy of Moore County, NC
Whitlow Elementary School, GA
Laurel Elementary School, CA
Sequoia Daycare, CA

Aimee Oprandy-Weiss, Laurel Elementary School
Stacei Santana, Laurel Elementary School
Hannah Hawlk, Whitlow Elementary School
Mia Moretti, Consulting Teacher
Lauren Holden, Consulting Teacher
Janet Moore, Sequoia Day Care

 “I, of course, owe everything to my parents—Sherry Barnes and 
Peter & Elaine Rhetts. Ellie and Maggie, for not complaining  
(too much) when I steal their toys and take them to school.”

—Jocelyn Remington

 “For Nate Brown and Linda Martelli, two teachers who have made 
me the person I am today.”

—Pamela Iluore 

And everyone at GoldieBlox

extra Credits

Learning with Levers

CurriCulum  
researChers

proDuCers

partiCipating 
sChools

golD star 
teaChers anD 
teaChing aiDs

speCial thanks 
to...





1. Make a seesaw for Flavio and Katinka.

2. Can you make Katinka and Flavio balance? How?

3. Who is heavier, Nacho or Flavio? How can you prove it?

seesaw

name
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wheelbarrow

name

1. Make a wheelbarrow for the animals. You may use the ribbon to tie the animals on. 

2. Make a wheelbarrow with short handles. Try pushing the wheelbarrow. 

3. Now add long axles to the handles. How do long handles change the wheelbarrow? 

Learning with Levers



1. The animals want to play a game. Make them a spinner to choose who wins  
     each round.  

2. Flick the spinner arm at the end. How long does it spin?

3. Flick the spinner arm close to the center. How long does it spin?

name

2
1

0

1 2

1

3
1

spinner
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hand truck

name

1. Make a hand truck that will stand the box up. 

2. Draw your design here. 

3. What does a hand truck help us do? 

Learning with Levers



Catapult

name

1. Make a catapult to launch Katinka. Have one partner catch her.

2. Draw your design here. 

3. What does a catapult help us do? 

Learning with Levers



biomimicry Challenge

name

1. What problem are you solving?

2. What animal are you copying?

3. What levers does your animal have? How do they function?

4. Draw your invention. Add any notes you need to show how your invention will change  
    strength or speed:

5. List the materials you will need:

Learning with Levers



Crane baskets

name

1. Cut along solid lines.
2. Fold along dotted lines until the holes line up.
3. Punch out circles.
4. Put the short axle through the holes on one side, add a wheel, then put the axle  
    through the holes on the other.
5. Add spacers to the ends of the axle to keep it all in place.

Learning with Levers




